We demonstrate how to use lattice surgery to enact a universal set of fault-tolerant quantum operations with color codes. Along the way, we also improve existing surface-code lattice-surgery methods. Lattice-surgery methods use fewer qubits and the same time or less than associated defectbraiding methods. Furthermore, per code distance, color-code lattice surgery uses approximately half the qubits and the same time or less than surface-code lattice surgery. Color-code lattice surgery can also implement the Hadamard and phase gates in a single transversal step-much faster than surface-code lattice surgery can. Against uncorrelated circuit-level depolarizing noise, color-code lattice surgery uses fewer qubits to achieve the same degree of fault-tolerant error suppression as surface-code lattice surgery when the noise rate is low enough and the error suppression demand is high enough.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planar topological quantum error-correcting codes have emerged as promising substrates for fault-tolerant quantum computing because of their high thresholds [1] , compatibility with two-dimensional (2D) local quantum processing [2] , low quantum circuit overheads [3] , efficient decoding algorithms [2, 4, 5] , and the ability to smoothly interpolate between desired effective error rates, which concatenated codes cannot do [6] . By Anderson's classification theorem [7] , the only alternatives for planar topological stabilizer codes with nonlocal logical operators are surface codes [8] and color codes [9] .
In principle, fault-tolerant quantum computing with surface codes can be achieved with transversal methods [2] , defect-based methods [3, 10, 11] , or latticesurgery-based methods [12] . On 2D arrays of qubits restricted to local quantum processing and local qubit movements, transversal methods require an amount of information swapping that scales with the system size. Defect and lattice-surgery methods avoid this, improving both their runtime and their accuracy threshold [13] . Of these latter two, lattice surgery uses substantially fewer qubits to achieve a desired error rate. For example, the fewest-qubit fault-tolerant distance-three CNOT method in a topological code reported to date uses surface-code lattice surgery and only requires 53 qubits [12] .
Extending transversal surface-code methods to color codes is straightforward. Fowler has also extended defect-based surface-code methods to defect-based colorcode methods [14] .
Notably absent are extensions of surface-code lattice-surgery methods to color-code lattice-surgery methods. Developing such methods is especially important because not only are lattice-surgery methods more qubit-efficient than defect-based methods, but also color codes are significantly more qubit-efficient than surface codes-for example, 4.8.8 color codes use about half the qubits as the qubit-optimal medial surface code [15] to achieve the same code distance [16] .
Going beyond the application of a topological quantum memory [2] , color-codes offer additional advantages. While transversal two-qubit operations incur penalties for swapping information around, one-qubit transversal operations do not; these advantages carry over to latticesurgery methods. Two especially noteworthy methods are those for the encoded, or "logical," Hadamard gate (H) and those for the logical phase gate (S) on planar color codes on the 4.8.8 lattice-both can be implemented in a single parallelized transversal step [9] . For surface codes, neither of these gates have transversal implementations on any lattice. Current surface-code solutions for these gates include elaborate multi-step code deformation procedures to implement the Hadamard gate [12, 17] and lengthy multi-gate teleportation procedures from (previously distilled) magic states to implement the phase gate [10, 18] .
The only downside to color codes versus surface codes is their lower accuracy threshold, whose value has been estimated to be 0.143% against depolarizing circuit-level noise using a perfect-matching decoder [5] . Surface codes have an accuracy threshold whose value has been estimated to be in the range 0.502(1)% to 1.140(1)% [1] in the same setting. That said, surface codes have enjoyed far greater study than color codes and we expect that there are opportunities to close the gap. We will show later that, even as things stand now, at sufficiently low error rates and sufficiently low desired error rates to be achieved by encoding, color codes still use fewer qubits, despite their lower accuracy threshold.
Bolstered by the possibility of significant time and qubit reductions for fault-tolerant operations, in this article we develop methods for universal fault-tolerant quantum computation using color-code lattice surgery. We show that our methods use fewer qubits per logical operation than surface-code lattice-surgery methods, including the smallest distance-three CNOT in a topological codeour color-code lattice-surgery methods only use 30 qubits when one allocates one syndrome qubit per face (or 22 if one uses a single mobile syndrome qubit). Along the way, we also improve the surface-code lattice-surgery methods so that the distance-three CNOT now only uses 39 qubits when one allocates one syndrome qubit per face (or 28 if one uses a single mobile syndrome qubit).
In Sec. II, we provide a brief background on triangular 4.8.8 color codes to help make our exposition better selfcontained. In Sec. III, we describe fault-tolerant colorcode lattice-surgery methods for performing each element in a universal set of operations. In Sec. IV, we calculate the circuit width and depth overheads required by these methods and compare them to the corresponding overheads required by surface-code lattice-surgery methods. Sec. V concludes.
II. BACKGROUND
Our color-code lattice-surgery methods are valid for any color code, but for concreteness we focus on lattice surgery of triangular color codes on the 4.8.8 lattice, namely the semiregular lattice that has a square and two octagons surrounding each vertex. These quantum stabilizer codes [19] exist for any odd code distance d and can be depicted graphically as in Fig. 1 . Each vertex in this figure corresponds to one ("data") qubit in the code. Each face in the figure corresponds to two code checks, or stabilizer generators; one check acts as Pauli X on all qubits incident on the face and one check acts as Pauli Z on all qubits incident on the face. The collection of qubits and checks encode a single "logical" qubit. Representatives of the logical X and Z operators are strings of X and Z operators acting on the qubits along the bottom side of the triangle. By multiplying by a suitable collection of check operators, two other equivalent representatives are similar strings along either of the other two triangle sides. Syndrome qubits are associated with the faces in the graph; how many syndrome qubits are associated with each face is a nuanced function of the syndrome extraction protocol one uses. At a minimum, one can use a single syndrome qubit over and over again, but it would have to be moved either physically or by SWAP gates in such a way that it interacted with every data qubit on the interior six times, every data qubit on the edge four times, and every data qubit on a corner twice, because that is the number of checks each of these types of data qubits are involved in. A faster syndrome extraction is possible by allocating one syndrome qubit per face so that each syndrome qubit is used to measure both the X and the Z check on each face. By allocating two qubits per face, syndrome extraction can run faster still, with the X and Z check measurements scheduled in an interleaved fashion [16] .
Adding more syndrome qubits can lead to better performance, such as a higher accuracy threshold or less error propagation; we examine these tradeoffs in greater detail in Sec. IV. One way to increase the number of syndrome qubits is to allocate five syndrome qubits per each octagonal face and two per each square face, extracting the syndrome into two-qubit and verified four-qubit cat states [5, 14] . By doubling this number of syndrome qubits, two cat states per face can be prepared in parallel and used in the interleaved schedule for X and Z check measurements. Going even further, one can allocate one syndrome qubit for every data qubit to enact even more robust Shor-style [20] or Steane-style [21] syndrome extraction. This number of qubits can be doubled further to enact Knill-style syndrome extraction with the same robustness but a faster extraction circuit [22] . We are not aware of any schemes that use even more syndrome qubits to any advantage, so the number of syndrome qubits can range anywhere from one to twice the number of data qubits. In this article, we will generally restrict attention to schemes which use either one syndrome qubit per face or one syndrome qubit per check (two per face), as we believe these offer the closest comparison to the most widely-studied surface-code syndrome layout scheme, namely the one with one syndrome qubit per check (one per face) [2] .
Color codes are frequently considered in one of three broad classes of error models [16] . In code-capacity models, data qubits are subject to error but syndrome qubits are not. In phenomenological models, both data and syndrome qubits are subject to error. In circuit-level models, data qubits, syndrome qubits, and the individual quantum gates that act upon them are subject to error. This latter class is the most realistic and is the one we focus on in this article. However, because the available operations at the circuit level are very hardware-dependent, we abstract away the specifics of the hardware-level gate basis wherever possible.
Even when the physical circuit gate basis is known, it can be the case that the error model on that gate basis is not well known. In the absence of an experimentallyinformed circuit-level error model, a frequently used surrogate is the independent identically distributed (iid) depolarizing noise model, as it is kind of a "worst case" noise model for iid stochastic errors. In the iid depo-larizing noise model, noise acts independently and identically on the outputs of each quantum circuit element, including the identity gate. Depolarizing noise causes an error to occur with probability p, and it selects the error equiprobably among the possible non-identity Pauli operators on the outputs. For single-qubit measurement operations, it also flips the classical bit output with probability p (because a measurement error is a disagreement between the recorded measurement outcome and the actual state). While this noise model is not without its flaws even for iid stochastic errors (see, for example, Refs. [1, 23, 24] ), it is widely used.
The syndrome extracted from a color code can be decoded in myriad ways. For the best performance, one could use the optimal decoder. Although optimal decoding of stabilizer codes is #P-hard in general [25] , it is possible that an efficient optimal decoder (or one that approximates it arbitrarily well) for color codes will be found. For example, the optimal-decoderapproximating PEPS decoder for surface-codes might be extended to color codes [26] . Alternatively, one could use a slightly weaker integer-program-based decoder that identifies the most likely error given the syndrome [16] . Weaker still but faster yet, one could use a matchingbased decoder, such as a minimum-weight perfect matching decoder [5, 27] , a renormalization-group matching decoder [28] [29] [30] , a local greedy matching decoder [31] [32] [33] [34] , or a "global attractive-force" local cellular automaton matching decoder [35, 36] . It is also possible to exploit the local equivalence between a color code and a finite number of copies of the surface code to arrive at a decoding solution from mulitple surface-code decoders [37, 38] . Developing new color-code decoders is an active research front, where the trade space between decoding complexity and decoding performance is being explored.
III. UNIVERSAL GATE SET
In this section, we describe how to fault-tolerantly perform a universal set of operations by lattice surgery on 4.8.8 triangular color codes. We use the notation from Ref. [39] to denote gates, states, measurements, and quantum circuits. The universal set we effect in encoded form by lattice surgery is as follows:
In the absence of hardware-informed circuit-level details, we imagine that the same set of operations is available on the physical qubits as well, with the CNOT gates restricted to nearest-neighbor data-ancilla qubit pairs.
With this gate basis, Pauli operators never need to be applied or even synthesized from the other gates. By the Gottesman-Knill theorem [40] , Pauli operators can be propagated through all stabilizer operations (Clifford gates plus Pauli preparations and measurements) efficiently classically and used solely to reinterpret measurement results. Since this gate basis consists solely of stabilizer operations and the T |+ preparation, and because Pauli operators never need to be propagated through preparations, no Pauli operators are ever needed. Importantly, this means that if a decoding algorithm calls for Pauli operators to be applied as a corrective action, the data need not be touched by the Pauli operators and the classical "Pauli frame" can be updated instead. That said, to avoid polynomial-time classical computation, it might be useful to implement the Pauli-frame updates from time to time. For example, if errors are not corrected but only tracked, then the observed syndrome bit rate will climb until it reaches a steady state close to 50%, at which point decoding may take longer than if the tracked Pauli errors had been actually reversed.
In our fault-tolerant constructions, all but the T |+ preparation become exponentially more tolerant to faults as the code distance increases. To increase the fidelity of T |+ preparations, any of a number of magic-state distillation protocols can be used [41] [42] [43] [44] . These protocols use high-fidelity operations from the rest of the set to "distill" multiple T |+ preparations into fewer T |+ preparations of higher fidelity.
A. The identity gate I
To fault-tolerantly implement the encoded identity gate on a triangular color code, we simply perform faulttolerant quantum error correction by measuring the syndrome for d rounds and run a classical decoding algorithm on the data, such as one of the decoders described in Refs. [5, 16, 27, 28, 30] , to infer a corrective action.
B. Preparation of |0 and |+ states
To fault-tolerantly prepare an encoded |0 state (the +1 eigenstate of the encoded Z operator), we first prepare each data qubit in a triangular color code in the state |0 (the +1 eigenstates of the physical Z operators). We then perform fault-tolerant quantum error correction by measuring the syndrome d times and running it through a decoder. The process of measuring all of the code checks transforms the set of single-qubit Z checks into a set consisting of (a) the Z checks of the color code and (b) the encoded Z operator for the color code.
The process for fault-tolerantly preparing an encoded |+ state (the +1 eigenstate of the encoded X operator) is identical, except that the individual qubits are initially prepared in +1 X eigenstates instead of +1 Z eigenstates.
C. Measurement MZ and MX
To fault-tolerantly measure the encoded Z operator, M Z , on a logical qubit, we measure each of the data qubits in the logical qubit in the Z basis in a single round and perform classical error correction on the result. This measurement is "destructive" in that it takes the logical qubit out of the code space. A non-destructive measurement can be implemented by augmenting this destructive measurement with an encoded CNOT gate using Steane's ancilla-coupled measurement method [21] .
Fault-tolerantly measuring the encoded X operator, M X , is similar: we measure each of the data qubits in the logical qubit in the X basis in a single round and perform classical error correction on the result. It is also a destructive measurement, with a nondestructive version achievable using Steane's method.
D. Phase and Hadamard gates (S and H)
Because the 2D color codes are strong CSS codes (meaning that not only do the checks factor into X-type and Z-type classes but also they have identical support), the transversal Hadamard gate will swap the two types of checks. For triangular color codes (but not, e.g., for color codes on compact surfaces [15] ), the logical X and Z operators can be made to be coincident so that the transversal Hadmard gate exchanges these as well. The net result is that the transversal Hadamard gate is a fault-tolerant logical Hadamard gate for triangular color codes.
As shown by Bombin in Ref. [45] , the S gate is transversal for 2D color codes as well, with a suitable choice of which physical qubits to apply S to and which to apply S † to. The 2D triangular color codes on the 4.8.8 lattice have perhaps the simplest allocation choice: use the transversal S operator if the code distance is congruent to 1 mod 4 and the transversal S † operator if the code distance is congruent to 3 mod 4.
E. The CNOT gate
To fault-tolerantly implement the encoded CNOT gate, we use a sequence of lattice surgery operations. These operations are intended to mimic either the circuit in Fig. 2 or the circuit in Fig. 3 , both of which are equivalent to a CNOT gate; these circuits were leveraged heavily in Ref. [46] to combat biased noise.
The Pauli corrections in these circuits can be omitted in our approach because of our choice of gate basis; we simply use them to re-interpret future measurement results as needed. The only operations depicted in these circuits that we have not provided methods for yet are the M XX and M ZZ measurements; with them, we can construct the encoded CNOT operation.
To measure XX or ZZ between two triangular color codes, we measure checks that connect the adjacent logical qubits in an "osculating" manner. Using these methods for M XX and M ZZ measurements, we describe step-by-step how to implement a fault-tolerant CNOT gate by lattice surgery using a simulation of the circuit in Fig. 2 ; the simulation of the circuit in Fig. 3 is similar. While our construction works for arbitrary code distances, we depict an example of each step for d = 5, with the layout of control, ancilla, and target regions as depicted in Fig. 6 ; other choices of orientation are possible. 1. Prepare the data qubits in the ancilla region in |0 states (Z = +1 eigenstates), as depicted in Fig. 7. 2. Measure the checks in the ancilla region for d rounds and correct errors fault-tolerantly, as depicted in Fig. 8. 3. Measure the checks that fuse the target and ancilla logical qubits in an M XX measurement for d rounds and correct errors fault-tolerantly, as depicted in Fig. 9 .
4. Stop measuring the M XX -fusing checks and measure the checks for the target and ancilla logical qubits separately, splitting them apart again, for d rounds and correct errors fault-tolerantly, as depicted in Fig. 10 .
5. Measure the checks that fuse the control and ancilla logical qubits in an M ZZ measurement for d rounds and correct errors fault-tolerantly, as depicted in Fig. 11 .
6. Stop measuring the M ZZ -fusing checks and measure the checks for the control and ancilla logical qubits separately, splitting them apart again, for d rounds and correct errors fault-tolerantly, as depicted in Fig. 12. 7. Measure the data qubits in the ancilla region in the X basis destructively and perform classical error correction on the result, as depicted in Fig. 13 . As described, this method takes one round of dataqubit preparation, 5d rounds of syndrome extraction, and one round of data-qubit measurement. However, this time can be sped up considerably.
As a starter, a preparation operation on a logical qubit and a fusing operation between that logical qubit and another logical qubit can be combined into a single stepinstead of thinking of the operations as "prepare-thenfuse," one can think of them as a single "grow one of the logical qubits" operation.
Step 2 can therefore be eliminated and, without loss of generality, we can omit step 1 and use the state it prepares as the initial state of the method. This reduces the number of rounds of parallelized measurements to 4d + 1.
Next, a splitting operation between two logical qubits that "heals" the interface between them can happen simultaneously with a fusing operation acting on a different side of one of the logical qubits and a side of a third logical qubit. Running these operations simultaneously does not hamper the fault-tolerance of the method-the code distances do not drop by this kind of parallelization. This observation allows us to eliminate step 4, reducing the number of rounds of parallelized measurements to 3d + 1. It also means that the target logical qubit is free to use one of its other sides after just d rounds of measurements.
Finally, a splitting operation between two logical qubits can happen simultaneously with a destructive measurement operation that follows on one of them; again, the operations do not interfere with one another. Because the destructive measurement operation only takes one round of parallelized measurements, the time savings is not very great-the number of rounds is reduced to 3d with this observation.
F. Preparation of T |+ states
To fault-tolerantly prepare an encoded T |+ state, we use the process of code injection. Figures 14-16 depict the injection process for distances d = 3, 5, and 7. The coloring in these figures is chosen so that the blue side of the final triangular code is always on the left for ease of discussion. The top two rows of qubits in these figures represent two isolated Bell pairs for d = 3 and d = 7, even though they look like they are connected to the rest of the surface via a square and a digon. In the first step, we prepare a single qubit in the state T |+ and we prepare an adjacent region in an auxillary state that consists of a distance d−1 color-code stabilizer state, along with two additional Bell pairs if d ≡ 3 mod 4. For d > 3, we prepare the two Bell pairs to O(p 2 ) error by post-selection, with a mean waiting time of (1 − p) −4 ∼ = 1+4p rounds of measurement. In parallel, we measure the rest of the checks three times and use a classical decoding algorithm to suppress errors in the distance d − 1 code state to O(p 2 ). We handle the case of d = 3 separately; the auxillary state is just three Bell states in this case, so we prepare it by post-selection to O(p 2 ) error with a mean waiting time of (1 − p) −6 ∼ = 1 + 6p rounds of measurement.
To inject the state, in the second step we measure the new blue X and Z checks along the left side, accepting whatever syndrome values we obtain as being "correct." This causes the Pauli X and Z operators on the single qubit being injected to extend to distance-d logical Pauli X and Z operators along that edge of the triangle. In parallel, we cease measuring the green checks along the left side, including the digon operator if one is present. However, in parallel we do measure all of the other checks for the code.
For d > 3, the checks that persist are capable of detecting up to two errors on any pair of data qubits, excluding the state to be injected. Any single or two-qubit error on the interior data qubits will be detected because the code distance is sufficiently high. Any single-qubit error on data qubits along the left boundary will be incident on a red check or the bottom-left green check, so it will be detected as well. If a two-qubit error afflicts two data qubits on different red checks on the left side or a red check and the bottom-left green check, they will also be detected. If a two-qubit error afflicts two data qubits on a single red check, at least one other persistent check will detect it, by inspection. Since the persistent checks can detect up to two errors, one can use a classical decoding algorithm on three rounds of extracted syndrome to correct any single error, suppressing errors to O(p 2 ). The case of d = 3 can be handled as a special case with, e.g., postselection on the entire injection process.
The total number of rounds of syndrome extraction in the state-injection process is six: three to prepare the ancillary state and three to decode the full distance-d code. The error in the process is O(p), where the multiplicative constant is solely a function of the circuit elements in the check measurement circuit that act on the state to be injected. Importantly, this constant does not grow with the distance of the code. To reduce this error further once it is encoded, an encoded magic-state distillation protocol may be used.
IV. RESOURCE ANALYSIS
A. Overhead per code distance Table I summarizes the space and time resource overheads used by our color-code lattice-surgery methods for the scenario in which one syndrome qubit is allocated per check (two per face).
Color-code lattice surgery (1 syndrome qubit/check) Gate T |+ I |0 |+ MZ MX H S CNOT While surface-code lattice-surgery was first explored in by Dennis et al. in the context of state injection [2] , the first exploration of a universal set of logical gates on surface codes using lattice-surgery methods was performed by Horsman et al. [12] . Inspired by our color-code lattice surgery methods, we improved the methods presented in Ref. [12] so that they now use fewer qubits for the CNOT , H, and S gates, using the layout depicted in Fig. 17 . We also developed a new six-step surface-code state-injection method similar to our color-code state-injection method; the surface-code layout is depicted in Fig. 18 . Table II lists the resources used by these improved surface-surgery methods on the "rotated" or "medial" surface code, with an allocation of one syndrome per check (one per face).
Surface-code lattice surgery (1 syndrome qubit/check) Gate T |+ I |0 |+ MZ MX H S CNOT
Qubits
TABLE II: Resources used by fault-tolerant medial surfacecode lattice surgery on distance-d codes when one syndrome bit per face is allocated. Depth is measured in number of measurement rounds. Qubit counts include both data and syndrome qubits. Error is reported in big-O notation because syndrome-extraction-circuit implementation details can change the constants. The logical S gate is implemented by catalytic teleportation from the HS|+ state, which requires two logical CNOT gates and a logical Hadamard gate [18] . The logical H gate is performed by lattice surgery as in Ref. [12] , but qubits are shifted d sites horizontally and d sites vertically in the method to ensure that the size of the logical operators do not drop below d, making the operation fault-tolerant.
From these tables, we see that color codes use approximately half as many qubits as surface codes to achieve the same order of error suppression. Color-code lattice surgery also performs encoded gates in essentially the same time or faster than they are performed via surfacecode lattice surgery. Even when both models are optimized for qubits by exploiting a single roving syndrome qubit, the color-code CNOT uses (3d 2 + 6d − 1)/2 qubits whereas the surface-code CNOT uses 3d 2 + 1 qubitsagain about half as many.
B. Overhead per desired level of error suppression
Because the accuracy threshold against circuit-level depolarizing noise is smaller for color codes than for surface codes, a color code will need a larger code distance than a surface would need to achieve the same level of error suppression (i.e., to achieve the same logical failure probability p fail ). This erodes the factor-of-two qubit savings that color codes provide at the same code distance, and could possibly eliminate the savings entirely.
To compute the qubit overhead Ω to achieve a given p fail for a logical operation, one inverts the relationship p fail (d) and plugs the solution d(p fail ) into the appropriate expression for the number of qubits per operation, e.g., from the "Qubits" entry in Table I or Table II . The analytic expression best-suited for p fail (d) depends on the relative magnitudes of d and the depolarizing probability p [2, 11, 32, [47] [48] [49] ; for example, Watson and Barrett have shown that the scaling of p fail with d is qualitatively different in the regime d < 1/4p and d > 1/4p for code-capacity and phenomenological error models [49] . Since overhead comparisons are most relevant for nonasymptotic d and for p below the relevant pseudothreshold (i.e., the p at a fixed code distance below which p fail < p), and because we are most interested in the scaling for circuit-level error models, we use the expression for fixed d and low p for these models that Fowler found fit well to surface-codes in Ref. [48] , namely
It is an interesting question as to whether color codes can exhibit the same scaling at this in the low-p regime.
Stephens has noted that his color-code matching decoder in Ref. [5] does not attain the full algebraic code distance, suggesting that the exponent in Eq. (2) using his decoder will be αd, where α < 1/2. In contrast, the integer-program (IP) decoder in Ref. [16] should attain the full code distance at the cost of running more slowly. If only one syndrome qubit per face or one per check is used with the IP decoder, though, errors may spread badly, cutting in to the effective code distance. Using Shor-, Steane-, or Knill-style syndrome extraction should eliminate this problem at the cost of many extra syndrome qubits. It may suffice to use the verificed four-cat and two-cat states per octagonal and square faces respectively as used in Refs. [5, 14] with the IP decoder to achieve this scaling, but currently that is an open question. Although the IP decoder appears to be inefficient at high error rates, at low error rates it can be expected to run quickly. Moreover, the recent linear-time PEPS decoder for surface codes [26] gives hope that a truly efficient color-code decoder that achieves the scaling of Eq. (2) will be found. For the purposes of comparision, and with this optimism in mind, we will assume that the scaling law in Eq. (2) holds for both surface and color codes. However, we urge caution in reading too much into the results derived from this assumption.
Using Eq. (2), the color-code distance d c that gives the same error-suppression power as a surface code with distance d s is th , so we present two plots at the extremes of the estimates. Figure 19 is the plot using the highest estimate for the color-code accuracy threshold (0.143%) and the lowest estimate for the color-code accuracy threshold (0.502%). Figure 20 is the plot using the lowest estimate for the color-code accuracy threshold (0.082%) and the highest estimate for the surface-code accuracy threshold (1.140%).
From these plots, we see that for distances greater than 11, as long as p is below a value bracketed approximately somewhere between 10 −5 to 10 −7 , color codes use fewer qubits to achieve the same level of error suppression. This conclusion could be sharpened by direct numerical simulations, which we believe would be an interesting future research project. Rather than assuming a phenomenological scaling law as in Eq. (2) for the failure probability and using it to infer the overhead, one could perform direct numerical estimation of the overhead as a function of d and p and compare the results for color codes and surface codes. In addition to removing the need to fit an assumed scaling law, this approach would also remove the need to estimate accuracy thresholds, or even pseudothresholds, because it gets directly at the question at hand. Because of the interest expressed in Ref. [12] in designing the fewest-qubit implementation of a CNOT gate with a topological stabilizer code, we thought it would be valuable to list the qubit overheads required by the methods described here for small distances. As mentioned in Sec. II, the number of syndrome qubits used by an implementation of a topological stabilizer code is design dependent: a single roving syndrome qubit would suffice, but one could use a number of syndrome qubits up to twice the number of data qubits to some advantage.
In Table III , we list the qubit overhead required for the low end of the syndrome-allocation spectrum for the following methods: (a) color-code transversal methods, (b) our color-code lattice-surgery methods, (c) surfacecode transversal methods, (d) our surface-code latticesurgery methods, and (e) the surface-code lattice-surgery methods described in Ref. [12] .
As noted in our introduction, transversal methods are not well-suited to local quantum processing on twodimensional arrays of qubits restricted to local movements; we list the overheads here despite this because at small distances, one might be able to exploit nonlocal processing and/or nonlocal qubit movement. For example, a recent demonstration in a trapped-ion quantum computer of a single-round of error correction on a distance-three color code exploited the fact that all seven 40 Ca + ions involved were trapped in a single Paul trap [50] . (The minimal extra "roving" syndrome qubit was not used in the experiment because the protocol was not fault-tolerant-instead of repeating syndrome measurements into one or more auxillary qubits, the data-qubit ions were measured destructively once via resonance-fluorescence.)
For all methods in Table III , we consider the allocations of (i) a single roving syndrome qubit, (ii) one syndrome qubit per face, and (iii) one syndrome qubit per check, which is the same as one per face for surface codes but is two per face for color codes. For transversal methods, we also consider an in-between variant with (iv) one syndrome qubit per two faces, because one might want to share the syndrome qubits transversally between the two logical qubits. (The case of sharing two syndrome qubits per face between the two logical qubits has the same overhead count as having both logical qubits use one syndrome qubit per face.) 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our color-code lattice-surgery methods open new possibilities for achieving fault-tolerant quantum computation using fewer resources. Per code distance, they are manifestly superior to surface-code lattice-surgery methods, using approximately half the qubits and the same time or less to perform logical quantum operations. Although we did not discuss it, they also use fewer qubits and the same time or less than defect-based "spacetime braiding" methods for both surface-codes [10] and colorcodes [14] . Transversal methods do use fewer qubits per code distance than color-code lattice surgery to perform logical operations [2] , but transversal methods cannot be implemented in systems utilizing local quantum processing on two-dimensional arrays of qubits restricted to local movements.
Because color codes are estimated to have a lower accuracy threshold than surface codes against uncorrelated circuit-level depolarizing noise [1, 5, 16] , the superiority of color codes only becomes manifest at sufficiently low depolarizing error probabilities and sufficiently large code distances. Subject to an assumed scaling law given by Eq. (2) for both surface codes and color codes, the depolarizing probability cutoff is approximately somewhere in the range p = 10 −5 to p = 10 −7 with a corresponding distance cutoff of d = 11. Color-code decoder research is only in its infancy, and we believe that the regime of superiority can be expanded with further study. For example, the recent linear-time PEPS decoder by Bravyi et al. [26] might be extended to color codes, allowing one to approximate the optimal decoder quite well with only linear-time processing. The close relationship between color codes and surface codes at the topological-phase level [37] means that the decoding complexity, if not the performance, can always be made comparable for the two classes of codes [30, 37, 38] .
It would seem then, color codes are equal to or superior to surface codes, at least insofar as space and time overhead considerations are concerned, for systems that are sufficiently mature, meaning that they have sufficiently low error rates and sufficiently many qubits available. When technology brings us to this point, we believe the transition from (two-colorable) surface-codes to (threecolorable) color codes will resemble the transition of television broadcasts from black-and-white to color: perhaps a little bumpy at first, but inevitable. Until then, the mandate for color-code research is to bring that horizon closer to the present.
